FAST FOOD IS 4 SLOW PEOPLE
1. The Noble and Great
Come and join our branded nation
Buy an image of what you wanna be
We're one, we're great, yet without reason
Grab a style at a discount auction
Step ready-made out of lifestyle magazine
Be a star of a trend of the current season!
No one`s gonna bring us down
We`re brand new modern nation
Just one single link away from style to imitate
No one`s gonna take us down
Just come and join new model celebration
Cause we are the fashion, the noble and great!
Make sure to pay indulgence
To the church of advertising gods
Stay modern, young and cool forever
No biased superstition
Now we believe in Mac and L`Oreal
Know a life, all the things, they do not matter forever
Cause the next one's even better
No one`s gonna bring us down
We are joyful happy nation
Just one single link away from brand new remedy
No one`s gonna take us down
Just come and join new model celebration
There`s no time to wait
Cause we are fashion, the noble and the great!
If you`re ever feeling down in the age of information
Satisfied all modern needs and suddenly got bored
If old-school`s only enemy, you`ve hit the top of evolution
Now, but wait, there`s more!
No one`s gonna bring us down
We are joyful happy nation
Just one single link away from more
No one`s gonna take us down
Just come and join new model celebration
Cause there`s no time to wait
Cause everything keeps changing
Cause we are the people, the noble and great!
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2. Contradictions
The world is changing, the future`s near
With selfish courage and common fear
We stand together and fight alone
We love to share what we can multiply
Become united when we choose our sides
We call for action like we knew it all
Incite to fight, stay irresponsible
To build new free world all we gotta do
Keep breaking these walls that protect you
For the first time you`re trying things never done
In this moment you`re ready to mend it all
All you need is to be just like everyone
Free, united and strong
And now all our kings teach democracy
To follow the leader, praise equity
We hope revolution is coming soon
To break this system, then impose our rule
To bring you new freedom, we`ll occupy
Cause that`s just our way to make you feel fine
For the first time you`re trying things never done
In this moment you`re ready to mend them all
All you need is to be just like everyone
Free, divided and wrong
No time for the truth but believing
Contradictions are a way to go
Come around just when you need it
What are you waiting for?
So its just the way how we love you
Our torches of freedom will burn you down
Lighting long, winding road you will follow
Make you never ask - does it matter at all?
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3. Time
Wish I had one chance
To turn back time and answer
If my life would be better
If I had one way to go

I would never be a dreamer
If I only kept believing
Accessibility and ease
Much lower price of choice and time

If I didn`t waste my time
Standing at the crossroads
Searching for right answer
Still would I spend it better?

Still I`ve gotta praise the future
Cause I`ll always need another
Day and gear why I won`t be leaving
Any single chance behind

I don`t wanna thank the time
For running when I`m dreaming
To get away from endless choosing
I would be waiting for
A morning knowing better
If time just didn`t matter

Should I ever take the time
If I never wanna lose
I should always run to choose
One of many open doors
Cause opportunities grow more
Unlike amount of time
And decisions take a while

Living in the age
Of summers getting hotter
When the strings are in the fashion
And the flights - affordable

And should I have to care
About these chances everywhere
Or is it just a feeling
I can do everything, believe me
Well, I would be waiting for
A morning knowing better
If time just didn`t matter

But would it change the count
Of my emotions and adventures
If I came to this world
Just a little later?
I don`t wanna thank the time
For running when i`m dreaming
To get away from endless choosing
Should I have to care
About these chances everywhere
Or is it just a feeling
I can do everything, believe me
I would be waiting for
A morning knowing better
If time just didn`t matter
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4. Holidays
All the lonely hearts on holidays, in morning streets
There is no place to go, nobody else to care for
And got a feeling now the freedom is worst enemy
A lot of time to play and lose it all
My eyes - open, dreams - broken, I keep waiting for
Another weekend, another joyful holiday
When it`s time for all the people I don`t wanna know at all
Enjoy life, feel fine, cause tomorrow they won`t care anymore
City morning, booze and coffee, here`s my taste of life
Then I`m working, days I`m wasting just to gain more
To buy new gadgets, smart devices, with these quick machines
A lot of time to spare, I`ll waste it all
My eyes - open, dreams - broken, I keep waiting for
Another weekend, another joyful holiday
When it`s time for all the people I don`t wanna know at all
Enjoy life, feel fine, cause tomorrow they won`t care anymore
Now they see me - so confident and free
And all they`re changing - just my identity
I`m only breathing to have these memories
Believe, I`d do anything, cause this is all I need
Cause all the people want to be proud and sure
We are only building new self-sufficient world
With love and freedom - things that never meet
We`re dreaming, still believing that today is what we are living for
My eyes - open, dreams - broken, I keep waiting for
Another weekend, another joyful holidays
Many ways to meet the people and no time to choose at all
I enjoy life, feel fine, only when I`m dreaming
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5. Message in My Bottle Is a Suicide Note
She is always, she is always waiting
She`s always procrastinating
Always late, with all the same excuses
Always wearing same old bruises
Always against the system, anarchy tattoo on her neck
She`s building communism, no time to earn a paycheck
Fighting! What are we fighting for?
Everybody has a story, it goes on and on
About their problems, and how to solve them
We`re draining out like batteries from the day we`re born
Till the very best of us is gone
He is always, he is always working
Money`s making money for him
Human life is just another resource
There`s no scheduled time for remorse
Life`s just too short to care about anything else except the
Numbers and mortgage terms
His victory – to get it free!
We`re not equal, we`re just different
Selfish, scared and alone
Never fitting really anywhere, our purpose is unknown
Wondering through the maze of life we seek the exit of death
So the ones who`re lucky can leave out all the rest
Waiting! What are we waiting for?
Stranded on this island, can`t get off the shore
No rescue missions, there`s no one coming for us
God forsaken, drunken bastards, we carry on
In hope to see the last and final dawn
In hope to see the last and final dawn
In hope to see the last and final dawn
In hope to see the last and final dawn
I pray to see the last and final dawn
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6. Honesty
Hold on now, just for a moment, get away from reality
Feels like the world is full of liars when all you need is honesty
When understanding`s all what matters in this painful world
Bowing down, down, down before the idols of vanity
Try to make things better
When all the signs of clarity just seem to disappear
In this unusual world where everything keeps changing
You`re feeling helpless to break these doors, afraid to make it clear
In this place where nobody knows you, got nowhere else to go
Honesty will take you home
Empty minds and fulsome phrases looking for more hearts to steal
You change your views and reconsider every time you need to feel
The day to worship rebels and the day to follow rules
Then you`re down, down, down before the time's healed your certainty
Try to make things better
When all the signs of clarity just seem to disappear
In this unusual world where everything keeps changing
You`re feeling helpless to break these doors, afraid to make it clear
In this place where nobody knows you, got nowhere else to go
Honesty will take you home
Information, notions burning down
New world is waiting for you to come around
Passing by these walls, they`re slowly breaking
Once you were saying - this is what freedom is about
And everyone keeps shaping their own dream for unity
There is no time left to wait, you drown in deep opinion seas
Identities with many faces call to share this parted world
When this choice and heart is all what you got
You keep on breathing
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7. Growing Up Sucks Big Time
Obey rules, philosophies are for fools
Assumptions based on ignorance, stupidity and fear
Rule this world
Money won`t save you when you`re lonely
True satisfaction, happiness, excitement and friends
Are not for sale
It`s hard to stay rebellious with my nine to five job
Distractions steal my focus, but I don`t want to stop
To me you` re just reflections of unfulfilled little kids` dream
Stuck to an Apple screen
When fairy tales are over
Heroes turn to dust
Biggest fights are waking up on Monday mornings
And their blades have turned to rust
I`d save you, if only I knew how to
Turn back time, return and change it all for good
But I guess I am stuck here with all I have done
I had a lot of fun
It`s hard to stay rebellious with my nine to five job
1. Distractions steal my focus, but I don`t want to stop
To me you` re just reflections of unfulfilled little kids` dream
Stuck to an Apple screen
When fairy tales are over
Heroes turn to dust
Biggest fights are waking up on Monday mornings
And their blades have turned to rust
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8. Life Is Too Short
Don`t try and you will never make it
So what`re you waiting for?
Wake up but don`t stop dreaming
Life is too short
Throw out the rest, the needless
Everything that wastes your time
You`re born to be a leader
Life is too short
You`ll always have more to try
And now you want from me to live new reality
Made of everything you`ve ever done to be more free
Make everybody want what you already got
Clever visions, trends and smart utilities
Get bigger and newer and better, I`ll keep waiting for
Fresh way to take my time
Work hard, get more productive
There`s stuff to focus on
Get smart and be effective
Concentrate and carry on
Cause life is too short
You`ll always need more
Till day you will change my life
Set your goals, read success stories
Choose your future, train your mind
Keep trying, fighting, feel no worries
You`re chasing just your time
And now you want from me to live new reality
Made of everything you`ve ever done to be more free
Make everybody want what you already got
Clever visions, trends and smart utilities
Get bigger and newer and better, I`ll keep waiting for
Fresh way to take my time
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9. When Hell Seems a Nice Place to Hang Out In
This isn`t about you
There`s more than meets the eye
Crucifixion of my values
Self esteem and pride

These memories they won`t fade
Won`t just go away
I `m sure you had your reasons
And who am I to say

As I sit I wonder
Search for reasons why
Sacrifice my freedom

But I will never forgive
And I`ll never forget
Our future`s filled with cold lies
Hatred and regret

This isn`t about you
There`s more than meets the eye
Crucifixion of my values
Self esteem and pride

You`re just one in a million
Let it go, and I`ll follow
You`re just one in a million
Let it go, and I`ll follow

As I sit I wonder
Search for reasons why
I`d sacrifice my freedom
To fight for human rights

Life goes passing by
As far as I remember
Never was my fault
But I will not surrender
And give another try

You`re just one in a million
Let it go, and I`ll follow
You`re just one in a million
Let it go, and I`ll follow

Life goes passing by
As far as I remember
Never was my fault
But I will not surrender
And give another try

Life goes passing by
As far as I remember
Never was my fault
But I will not surrender
And give another try
Life goes passing by
As far as I remember
Never was my fault
But I will not surrender
And give another try
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10. Splinters
Now everybody knows you
And they know what you`ve done
You`ve made one more averment
They`re ones who`re never wrong

But still they like to show you
All the things that you`ve done wrong
When they`re commonly mistaken
Remain united, right and strong

And joined in condemnation
Of the men who spoil their world
They`re here to demonstrate you
All their wisdom, heart of gold

And when some of them sink in the same boat
To raise a chance to survive
Well, then they use to borrow
The big log from your eyes.

A flash of satisfaction
Self confidence in smile
There`s a lot of gain from knowing
Common people`re mainly right

Gazing back to me
And they`re gazing back to you
As the splinters in their eyes
Saying - noone wants to feel abused

Their purpose and direction
Lot of common things to share
Like rules and definitions of
Things they shouldn`t dare

Waving last goodbye
With an overwhelming pride
Cause we still do believe
Though united we can stay unique
But we`re not now responsible
We`re not now responsible for you

Gazing back to me
And they`re gazing back to you
As the splinters in their eyes
Saying - noone wants to feel abused
But we`re not now responsible
We`re not now responsible for you

Now everybody knows you
And they know what you`ve done
You`ve made one more averment
They`re ones who`re never wrong
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